CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Strife between Boko Haram and the government of Nigeria has gotten to be a major issue in worldwide world as this strife proceeds raising and not nearly come to an conclusion. This strife was begun in 2009, and the on-screen characters proceeded to develop. As Boko Haram getting gigantic, underpins toward the government of Nigeria were moreover expanding. And the components that caused the strife were explained before. Based on the results of the analysis and research carried out and explained in the previous chapters, it can be concluded that underlying causes of the transforming Boko Haram, make them becoming Terrorism Organization, Nigeria is a weak state, unjustifiable political teach and gigantic financial issues; while its proximate causes were awful residential issues, awful neighborhoods, and awful pioneers. Those aspects were triggers of the strife between Boko Haram and the Nigerian government, is answer the Hypothesis cited in the first chapter.

Therefore, the underlying causes of transforming Boko Haram Organization into a Terrorism Organization are Weak State, Bad Government, Economic Problem, ethnic issue. The analysis in chapter four indicated that there is a Trigger in this Issue the Trigger is a Bad Political opportunity the problem was successfully, activated changes in Boko Haram philosophy which was at first serene got to be extremist, radicals and were utilizing viciousness to accomplish its objective which in the long run generated this struggle. Without receiving any assistance to prepare well-trained soldiers, Boko Haram would have never occurred to fight the government.

The two noteworthy pioneers in this case are the pioneer of Boko Haram and the Government of Nigeria. Pioneer holds a critical as a prevailing trigger since leader is the one who
decides and chooses the development of a gather or a government. In spite of the fact that for illustration, Boko Haram’s philosophy and assets are as of now solid, without the leader’s choice to trigger a strife by moving its mass, the clashes would have never happened. Same thing with government pioneers, the strife would not happen on the off chance that the government pioneers fathom the existing issues more admirably, take a more profound see at the basic causes and not fair keep on doing viciousness and coercive.

Thereby, the research question of this research Why did Boko Haram Transform in to terrorism organization 2002-2009? Has been answered. The transforming occurred because of the underlying causes which made the condition of Nigeria particularly in northern Nigeria became vulnerable. A vulnerable condition which caused by weak state, Political Opportunity, and economic Problem which in the last transforming is triggered by bad domestic government , lack of political and ethnic and religious issued.